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Abstract
In the report there is described a small-scale accelerator providing the storage

energy of 40 J, electron energy of 200 keV, the released into the air beam current
of 1 kA and the current pulse duration of 30-40 ns at the half-height. In the
accelerator capacitive energy storage the multi-channel commutation is
implemented ensuring the output current pulse front of 10 ns, while the
inductiveness is 120 nH. The apparatus gross weight is approximately 100 kg.

Introduction
Now the radiation technologies

find a wider industrial application, e.g.
polymer coating solidification [1], gas
exhaust and water waste purification
[2,3], sterilization methods in medical
and food industries [4].

Besides, to synchronize the
physical processes there are required
the sources with a highly stable shape
pulse and operation delay also. Very
often small-scale transportable
electron accelerators are necessary for
these purpose. So, the present effort
has the above-mentioned
directionality.

The accelerator described
consists of the capacitive energy
storage, vacuum diode, charging and
initiation units and vacuum evacuation
system.

The capacitive storage is
assembled with ceramic capacitors of
K15-10 type providing the unit
working voltage of 31.5 kV. The
storage includes three section
connected in parallel, arranged
according to Arkadiev-Marx scheme
and operating on to the common load.

Fig.l. The small-scale accelerator

Each section incorporates 13
cascades charged up to the voltage of
25 kV. In each trigatron discharger the
controlling electrode is placed on the
one with zero potential. The
discharger spark gap length is 1.7 mm.
Control of all the storage dischargers is
carried out synchronously, using the
voltage pulses with the amplitude of 15
kV and front of 5 ns. The pulses are
fed to each section through a separate
high-voltage cable with the wave
resistance of 75 Ohm. The lay-out of
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the capacitive storage including the vacuum diode is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig.2. The accelerator principle lay-out,
where Rch are the charge resistors, Rgr are the ground resistors, Rcont
are control circuit resistors, Rsh is the shunt resistance.

The separated discharger gas
volume is not envisioned in the design.
So, the storage case is filled with
Nitrogen/SF6 m^- The mix provides
(1) the conditions necessary for the
discharger operation and (2) required
electric strength.

Each storage section is arranged
to ensure the lowest possible storage
inductiveness and the optimal array of
the discharges illuminating one
another with the ultra-violet radiation
in the course of the operation. In this
case the legs with zero and high
potentials are close and the minimum
distance between them is defined
based on only their geometric
dimensions and electric strength
considerations.

As a result of the above
mentioned, all the diode electrodes are
connected with the storage by short
busbars of the same length minimizing
the storage/diode system
inductiveness.

In the experiment the said
inductiveness was determined in the
course of the diode operation in the
short-circuiting mode.

Substituting into the Topmost
formula T=2n-fLC the numbers T=60
ns and Cimp=0.76 nF, where T is the
current oscillating period in the short-
circuiting mode and C imp is the
storage capacitance in the moment of
impact, the system capacitance may be
derived, i.e. L=120 nH.

Based on the above mentioned,
the characteristic resistance may be
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= ^ L / Cimp = 12.6calculated, i.e.
Ohm.

The vacuum diode is placed on
the capacitive storage case. Its overall
dimensions are chosen to ensure the
diode impedance equal to 2-N/L/Gmp
at the maximum current.

The diode cathode is made of
graphite. It is the planar disk with the
diameter of 25 mm positioned an the
stainless steel substrate connected with
the capacitive storage high-voltage leg
through basbar comprised by copper
conductors. The anode is actually the
grid pulled up on the frame and made
of steel wire with the diameter of 0.1
mm. The anode/cathode gap is 3.2±0.2
mm. Behind the wire grid the electron
outlet window is situated. In the
window the membrane is installed
separating the vacuum volume from
the external environment. The
membrane material is either some
metal foil or polymer film,
dependently on the task to accomplish.
We used the aluminium foil with the
thickness of 0.05 mm, as well as lavsan
(or Darcon) one of the same
thickness. The diameter of the outlet
window is 51 mm.

In the diode the vacuum of ~
10"4 mm Hg is being sustained.

The diode current pulses were
picked up from the coaxial low-
inductive shunt with the resistance
R=0.065 Ohm placed between the
anode and the capacitive storage
grounded leg and registered by the
oscillograph refered to the class of
super-fast registrators. The current
pulse front duration made 10±2 ns,
while the duration at the half-height
made 40±5 ns. The current pulse
amplitude was 4±0.5 kA. The beam
current was registered, using the
Faradei Cylinder (FC). The beam

current pulse duration at the half-
height made 40±5 ns, the front
duration made 10±2 ns. The maximum
beam current pulse amplitude, using
the aluminium foil outlet window,
reached 0.73±0.08 kA. In case of the
Darcon film outlet window application
the maximum beam current pulse
amplitude was 1.0±0.12 kA (Fig.3).
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Fig.3. The electron beam pulse shape
behind the Darcon outlet window at
the distance of 1 cm from the latter

The beam current was
registered at various distances and
angles relatively to the diode outlet
window. In Fig.4 there is shown the
distribution of the experimental beam
current numbers after crossing the foil
outlet window.

The accelerator operation time
diffference as regards the controlling
pulse does not surpass ±1.5 ns.

Based on the registered
experimental numbers of the beam run
in the air, table numbers [5] and
empirical formula describing the
connection between the run and
energy of electrons [6], R=0.407T138

g/cm2 for 0.15<T<0.8 MeV, where R
is the electron run, T is the kinetic
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energy of electrons [6] there was
defined the electron initial energy as

much as 200±30 keV.
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Fig.4. Electron beam distribution behind the outlet window

Conclusion
Here there is represented the

accelerator providing the electron
energy of 200 keV, released in the air
beam current of 1 kA and current
pulse duration at the half-height of 40
ns. In the accelerator capacitive
storage the cascade multi-channel
commutation is
facilitating the output
front obtained of 10 ns,
inductiveness of 120
operation time difference relatively to
the controlling pulse of not more than
1.5 ns. The accelerator meets the
transportability requirements. Its
weight without the auxiliary equipment
(i.e. that of the capacitive storage and
vacuum diode) is 35 kg, while
including the auxiliary equipment it is
as heavy as 100 kg.
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